Adenylate kinase from Escherichia coli (AKeco), consisting of a single 23.6 kDa polypeptide chain folded into domains CORE, AMPbd and LID, catalyzes the reaction AMP ATP 3 2ADP. In the ligand-free enzyme the domains AMPbd and LID execute large-amplitude movements controlling substrate binding and product release during catalysis. Domain¯exi-bility is investigated herein with the slowly relaxing local structure (SRLS) model for 
Adenylate kinase from Escherichia coli (AKeco), consisting of a single 23.6 kDa polypeptide chain folded into domains CORE, AMPbd and LID, catalyzes the reaction AMP ATP 3 2ADP. In the ligand-free enzyme the domains AMPbd and LID execute large-amplitude movements controlling substrate binding and product release during catalysis. Domain¯exi-bility is investigated herein with the slowly relaxing local structure (SRLS) model for 15 N relaxation. SRLS accounts rigorously for coupling between the global and local N-H motions through a local ordering potential exerted by the protein structure at the N-H bond. The latter reorients with respect to its protein surroundings, which reorient on the slower time scale associated with the global protein tumbling. AKeco diffuses globally with correlation time t m 15.1 ns, while locally two different dynamic cases prevail. The domain CORE features ordering about the equilibrium N-H bond orientation with order parameters, S 2 , of 0.8-0.9 and local motional correlation times, t, mainly between 5-130 ps. This represents a conventional rigid protein structure with rapid small-amplitude N-H¯uctuations. The domains AMPbd and LID feature small parallel (Z M ) ordering of S 2 0.2-0.5 which can be reinterpreted as high perpendicular (Y M ) ordering. M denotes the local ordering/local diffusion frame. Local motion about Z M is given by t k % 5 ps and local motion of the effective Z M axis about Y M by t c 6-11 ns. Z M is tilted at approximately 20 from the N-H bond. The orientation of the Y M axis may be considered parallel to the C a i À 1 -C a i axis. The t c mode re¯ects collective nanosecond peptide-plane motions, interpretable as domain motion. A powerful new model of protein¯exibility/domain motion has been established. Conformational exchange (R ex ) processes accompany the t c mode. The SRLS analysis is compared with the conventional model-free analysis.
Introduction
The ability to interpret nuclear spin relaxation properties in terms of microdynamic parameters turned NMR into a powerful method for elucidating protein dynamics. 1, 2 The amide 15 N spin in proteins is a particularly useful probe, relaxed predominantly by dipolar coupling to the amide proton and 15 N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). 3 The experimental NMR observables are controlled by the global and local dynamic processes experienced by protein N-H bond vectors, which determine the spectral density function, J(o).
relaxation data in proteins are commonly analyzed with the model-free (MF) approach, where the global and local motions are assumed to be decoupled. 4 ± 6 In a recent study 7 we applied the two-body slowly relaxing local structure (SRLS) approach developed by Freed and co-workers 8, 9 to 15 N relaxation in proteins. SRLS accounts rigorously for dynamical coupling between the local and global motions, and treats the global diffusion, the local diffusion, the local ordering and the magnetic interactions as tensors that may be tilted relative to one another, providing thereby important information related to protein structure. 10 ± 12 Assessing the accuracy of the MF analysis was possible because the MF spectral density functions constitute asymptotic solutions of the SRLS spectral densities. 8 The SRLS model was parameterized in analogy with the commonly used MF parameterization, and an SRLS-based ®tting scheme similar to the MF-based ones was devised. Theoretical simulations and comparative SRLS/MF ®tting of experimental data indicated that MF mostly overestimates order parameters, and typically underestimates local motion correlation times, over the parameter range relevant for folded proteins.
Adenylate kinase from Escherichia coli (AKeco) is a particularly intriguing case in the context of protein dynamics in general, and the structurefunction relationship associated with domain motions in enzymes, 13 in particular. AKeco consists of a single 23.6 kDa polypeptide chain folded into domains CORE, AMPbd and LID. It catalyzes the phosphoryl transfer reaction Mg 2 ATP AMP . Mg 2 ADP ADP. 14 The ribbon diagram of the``open'' ligand-free form crystal structure 15 is shown in Figure 1 (a). CORE is the largest domain. It includes residues 1-29, 60-121 and 160-214 that form a ®ve-stranded parallel bsheet comprising strands b 1 -b 4 and b 9 surrounded by helices a 1 and a 4 -a 9 . Domain AMPbd includes helices a 2 and a 3 formed by residues 30-59. The LID domain includes residues 122-159, which form a four-stranded antiparallel b-sheet (strands b 5 -b 8 ). Domains AMPbd and LID are displaced signi®-cantly upon substrate binding. 15 ± 18 The active site is con®gured thereby and the``closed'' structure, illustrated in Figure 1(b) by the ribbon diagram of the complex of AKeco with the two-substratemimic inhibitor AP 5 A, 19 is obtained. It is assumed that following the reaction the structure``opens up'' again through reverse movements of AMPbd and LID to recover the original ligand-free enzyme. 15 This mechanism has been inferred based on the crystal structures of ligand-free AK enzymes, and various molecular complexes with nucleoside mono-phosphates, nucleoside tri-phosphates, and inhibitors. 17, 20 Time-resolved¯uor-escence energy transfer studies of¯uorescent AKeco derivatives con®rmed domain closure in solution upon inhibitor binding. 21, 22 These studies also indicated that large-amplitude segmental mobility of AMPbd and LID is in effect in the ligand-free form. 21 Therefore, elucidating the dynamic properties of AKeco bears upon the catalysis-related domain mobility. The time-resolved uorescence energy transfer experiments focused on a donor-acceptor pair with constituents located in different domains. The ensuing information relates to inter-domain distances and distributions therein. On the other hand, 15 N spin relaxation provides unique information on domain¯exibility by elucidating the dynamic properties of a large number of N-H bond vectors. Manifestations of nanosecond motions within domains AMPbd and LID of AKeco were detected previously. 23 These results, and the general assessment that in the presence of segmental mobility the global and local N-H motions may not be decoupled, render the SRLS concept of structural and dynamical coupling between motions occurring on arbitrary time scales especially important for the analysis of AKeco dynamics. In this work we have extended the original relaxation data 23 18.79 T, and analyzed the two-®eld relaxation data using the SRLS approach. It is shown that fundamentally different dynamic models apply to the mobile domains AMPbd/LID, and to domain CORE, which is not engaged in segmental mobility. Domain CORE represents a conventional rigid protein structure with rapid small-amplitude N-H bond vector¯uctuations. A new rigorous model of protein¯exibility, featuring nanosecond peptideplane motions, has been established for the domains AMPbd and LID. The nanosecond mode appears to be collective in nature, and can be interpreted as domain motion. Microsecond-millisecond conformational exchange processes akin to segmental mobility accompany it. Implications of nanosecond mode-coupling and multi-site microsecond-millisecond dynamics to the ef®ciency of common methods for con®rming R ex are discussed. The SRLS analysis is compared with the conventional model-free analysis.
Theoretical Background
It was shown in our previous study 7 that the SRLS theory, discussed recently in the context of biomolecular dynamics, 10 ± 12 could be applied to N-H bond vector motions in proteins. The coordinate frames required to describe the SRLS model are depicted in Figure 2 (a). The laboratory frame (L) is a space-®xed frame with its z-axis along the applied magnetic ®eld. CSA and D are the 15 N chemical shift anisotropy and the N-H dipolar magnetic tensor frames, respectively. The dipolar tensor frame has its z-axis aligned along the N-H bond (Figure 2(b) ). The Euler angles LD and LCSA are the usual stochastic variables of magnetic resonance spin relaxation, modulated by the local motion of the N-H bond vector and the global molecular tumbling. The local diffusion/local ordering frame (M) relates to the local N-H bond vector motions/local ordering potential. The M frame can be tilted relative to the N-H bond (or D frame) by a set of time-independent Euler angles MD (a MD , b MD , g MD ). If we assume the local diffusion/ordering to be axially symmetric only two angles, b MD and g MD , remain. The global diffusion frame (C) is a molecule-®xed frame determined mainly by the protein shape. The N-H bond vector diffuses in a highly anisotropic environment (due to geometrical and structural/motional restrictions) and experiences local ordering with symmetry axes that may be different from the C frame. We therefore de®ne a local ordering (director) frame C H that is ®xed relative to the C frame. For isotropic global tumbling the distinction between C and C H frames vanishes (cage frame in Figure 2 (a), denoted C below). In summary, the local diffusion of the N-H bond vector and the local ordering induced by the globally tumbling surroundings (cage) are represented by tensors that may be tilted relative to the N-H bond vector (D frame) and the CSA tensor.
The N-H bond vector and the cage (the twò`b odies'') are dynamically coupled by a potential U( CM ) that depends on their relative orientation through time-dependent Euler angles CM (t). The Figure 2 . (a) Schematic representation of the coordinate frames used in the calculation of the SRLS spectral density function for the N-H bond vector motions. L, the laboratory frame; C, the global diffusion frame; C H , the local ordering (or local director) frame; M, the local diffusion frame; D, the dipolar 15 The time-dependent part of the spin Hamiltonian for this two-body system is given by: m,CSA can be found elsewhere. 24 The dynamic effects of the global and the local diffusion are incorporated into the spectral density through the diffusion operator:
The local motion within the macromolecule (cage) is restricted by the internal orienting potential U( CM ) (equation (2)), which couples the global and local motions. The last two terms in equation (4) re¯ect the contributions to À due to U( CM ). F global and F local are functions of the Euler angles CM that transform the M frame into the C frame, which can be further expressed as (À LC LM ) (Figure 2(a) ). This constitutes an effective two-body model for which a Smoluchowski equation representing the rotational diffusion of two interacting rotors is solved. 8, 9 The solution features three eigenvalues (correlation times) for the local motion when S 2 0:
Each K value leads to its own spectral density component. 25 Even for S 2 > 0 the j K1 (o) and j K2 (o) components are mainly dominated by local motions, whereas the j K0 (o) component represents mixed modes between the global and the local (R L c ) motions. The``measurable'' spectral density is then constructed out of the three j K (o) components by incorporation of the orientation dependent functions that multiply the spin operators in the spin Hamiltonian. 25 Assuming that the 15 N CSA tensor is axially symmetric and collinear with the dipolar N-H tensor (y 0 in Figure 1(b) (Figure 2(b) ). Special cases include:
, and the NMR relaxation data can be ®t with one (c 20 , if t f is negligibly small) or two (c 20 and t f ) free parameters, in complete analogy with the original MF formulation; 4,5 (2) very anisotropic slow local motion (t f t k 5t s t c and t f 3 0), denoted VALM below; then the last two terms in equation (6) are negligibly small compared to Aj K0 , provided b MD T 54.7
, and NMR data can be reproduced with three free parameters (c 20 , t s , b MD ). The coef®cient A in equation 6 is formally analogous to the squared order parameter S f 2 , while S SRLS 2 (where S SRLS is calculated using equation (2)) is formally analogous to S s 2 , in the reduced extended MF formula where t f 3 0:
S s and S f are order parameters associated with the slow and fast local motions, respectively, t m is the correlation time of the global motion, and t 
A formal analogy is thus established between the reduced extended MF formula }6 and VALM. If NMR data at more than one magnetic ®eld are available VALM can be extended by allowing t f t k to be a free parameter. Then all the j K (o) components contribute to J(o) in equation (6) . For small b MD angles the SRLS spectral density is formally analogous to the extended MF formula 6 as the term (
, which is now added to the right-hand-side of equation (7), is formally analogous 7 to the second term on the right-handside of equation (6).
In principle, the CSA and dipolar magnetic tensors are not collinear (Figure 2(b) ). Then, in the local diffusion coordinate frame the dipolar and CSA spectral densities differ. The CSA spectral density can be corrected for non-collinearity 27 with ÁJ csa (o,y,b MD ,g MD ) calculated by applying two consecutive rotations: from the M frame to the D frame and from the D frame to the CSA frame. 7 We set g MD 90 (see below), in which case the diffusion axis of the t c mode, Y M , lies in the peptide plane.
The formal analogy between SRLS and MF spectral densities can be further clari®ed by giving the actual expression for the SRLS j K (o) functions. The solution of the two-body Smoluchowski equation consists of eigenvalues 1/t i and weighing factors c i , such that:
The eigenvalues 1/t i represent pure or mixed dynamic modes, in accordance with the parameter range considered. The global motion is always given by the smallest eigenvalue, which may be a mixed mode or the pure t m mode. The latter case materializes for large time-scale separations between the global and local motions and relatively high ordering. The local motion is generally given by a small number of larger eigenvalues that represent mixed modes. The combined contribution of the dominant modes to j(o) can be signi®cantly smaller than 100 %. For large time scale separations and high ordering the relative contribution of the global mode will dominate the spectral density, and the local motion will manifest itself as a large number of mixed modes associated with very large eigenvalues and very small relative weights. The SRLS function J(o) is constructed out of the j K (o) components. The J(o) from SRLS and from MF have similar general forms and feature the same number of free parameters. 7 In this respect they are``formally analogous'' but not identical because the MF J(o) are not precisely the same dynamic modes and associated weights. Identity is achieved only in the limiting cases where J(o) for SRLS yields the MF formulae. We found that the contribution of mixed modes emulates typical experimental errors when S 2 (SRLS) > 0.9 and t(SRLS) < 40 ps. As indicated by Tugarinov et al., 7 and further demonstrated in this study, the MF limits are not precisely attained over the parameter range relevant to folded proteins. The parameter most sensitive to departures from these limits is t.
After the spectral density function J(o) has been obtained from its fundamental j K (o) components using equation (6) The theory outlined above has been implemented in a ®tting scheme. 7 The SRLS-based dynamic models employed to ®t two-®eld 15 N relaxation data of AKeco are summarized in Table 1 . In model 1, the local motion is so fast (t 3 0) that its effect on the spectral density is negligible. This assumption is equivalent in practice to ®xing t at the lowest value for which the SRLS spectral densities could be calculated. In model 2, it is assumed that the internal motion can be approximated as isotropic (t c t k ). This model is analogous to the original MF formulation. Models 3 and 4 are derived from models 1 and 2, respectively, by addition of the free parameter, R ex , to the transverse relaxation rate expression to account for possible exchange processes on the microsecond to millisecond time-scales. For models 1 (6), and the correction ÁJ CSA (o) depends solely on the angle y. In model 5 (VALM) the local motion is assumed to be very anisotropic, i.e. t f t k 5t s t c and t f 3 0. In this case only t c (or j K 0 (o)) enters the spectral density. The angle b MD was allowed to vary, affecting J(o) through the coef®cient A in equation (6) . The VALM form of J(o) is analogous to the reduced extended MF formula. 6 In model 6 all the terms of equation (6) are considered. As shown previously 7 , for small angles b MD the SRLS spectral density J(o) becomes formally analogous to the extended MF formula 6 . The restricted local motion is highly anisotropic, with t k 5t c . 29 It was found that in this limit j K 1 (o) and j K 2 (o) in equation (6) are well approximated by their counterparts for an isotropic local diffusion tensor, with correlation time 1/(6R L c ). These approximations were used in models 6 and 8. Models 7 and 8 are derived from models 5 and 6, respectively, by addition of the free parameter R ex .
Results and Discussion
The experimental 15 H} NOE is the most sensitive parameter, with NOE values clearly reduced in the chain regions corresponding to domains AMPbd and LID. T 1 values are lower within AMPbd and within the LID chain segment extending from residue 122 to residue 137. The combined two-®eld data set was subjected to SRLS analysis, with all the experimental errors leveled to approximately 2.5 %, the w 2 probability con®dence level set at 5 %, and the F-statistic probability con®-Domain Flexibility NMR Mode-coupling Relaxation dence level set at 20 %. With these criteria the experimental data of 92.5 % of the residues could be ®t using SRLS-based spectral densities.
Global diffusion of AKeco
The determination of the global diffusion tensor R C was the ®rst step of the analysis. Domains AMPbd and LID of AKeco execute in solution large-amplitude segmental motions. 21, 22 On the time scale of the time resolved¯uorescence energy transfer experiment this leads to a distribution of conformations. 21, 22 On the NMR time scale conformational averaging leads to a well-de®ned average structure. 23 The global diffusion tensor was determined in a previous study 23 with common methods 30 ± 32 using experimental data acquired at 14.1 T. These methods apply to rigid particles while AKeco features segmental mobility. As indicated by Shapiro et al., 23 it was necessary to relax to some extent statistical criteria for de®ning``rigid spins'', the scatter in the dependence of the apparent local diffusion constant on the N-H orientation was larger than commonly observed, and the diffusion tensor anisotropy obtained, D k /D c 1.25, was signi®cantly smaller than the inertia tensor anisotropy (D k /D c 1.49) . Therefore, only general qualitative aspects of the R C -tensor-associated results obtained previously 23 were considered here. These include the conspicuous``edge'' in the R 2 /R 1 pro®les within the chain segment Q160-G214 of both AKeco and AKeco*AP 5 A, which is very likely to re¯ect geometric features of the structurally preserved CORE domain (see below discussion of R ex terms associated with this chain segment). On the other hand, the anisotropy factor (D k /D c 1.25) obtained previously 23 is not considered to be an accurate measure of R C tensor anisotropy. Therefore we adopted herein the conservative and physically plausible approach of considering the average AKeco solution structure to be spherically symmetric. The above-mentioned MF calculations yielded an apparent t m value of 15.1(AE0.5) ns. 23 We used this value in the present study as a t m estimate, and scanned the range of 10 to 18 ns in an attempt to re®ne it with combined data SRLS calculations based on global w 2 optimization. These calculations con®rmed the value t m 15.1(AE0.5) ns. We also found that for 14.5 4 t m 4 15.5 ns the microdynamic parameters changed slightly, the single-®eld SRLS results complied with the two®eld SRLS results, and the latter reproduced qualitatively the NOE pattern in Figure 3(c) . Taken together these data led us to ®x t m at 15.0 ns in all further calculations.
SRLS dynamics

Microdynamic parameters
The combined two-®eld data set was subjected to SRLS ®tting 7 using the eight SRLS models (Table 1) , which can be classi®ed into the simpli®ed models 1-4 and the more general models 5-8. In the ®rst model category it was assumed that R L is in the extreme motional narrowing limit (models 1 and 3) or isotropic (models 2 and 4). The latter simpli®cation is justi®ed when the coupling potential is strong and the time scale separation between R L and R C is large, as in this case j K 0 (o) is dominated by the global diffusion, and determining R L with reasonable accuracy is dif®cult. The model 5-8 category includes general cases of weaker coupling potentials and smaller time scale separations, when the tensor R L must be at least axially symmetric. Since R L
4R
C for models 1-4 and R L c is on the order of R C for models 5-8, we denote the former parameter range as the``ps regime'', and the latter parameter range as the``ns regime''. With a few exceptions the CORE residues were ®t with models 2 and 4 and therefore pertain to the``p s regime''. The AMPbd and LID residues were ®t with models 6 and 8 and therefore pertain to the``ns regime''.
The best-®t microdynamic parameters obtained with the SRLS analysis are depicted in Figure 4 and 21.0 . The angle g MD , which must be speci®ed if the CSA/D tilt angle y differs from zero, de®nes the orientation of the ordering axis Y M . Attempts to vary g MD in the ®tting process led to poorer results than keeping it ®xed. This may be associated with b MD and g MD being correlated because y is small, and/or because limitations of the experimental data set used do not permit suf®ciently accurate and precise determination of six free variables. Further studies will be conducted along these lines after acquiring data at additional magnetic ®elds. Since g MD could not be varied freely we tested extreme values. These included g MD 0 and 180 and b MD % 20 the Z M axis assumes an out-of-plane orientation. We examine below qualitatively asymmetric ordering. A quantitative treatment thereof is required to determine the M frame accurately.
Physical models
The ps model features S 2 and t as free SRLS variables. It represents a rigid protein structure with rapid small amplitude¯uctuations about the equilibrium N-H bond orientation. This corresponds to high S 2 and low t. The ns model features S 2 , t c , t k and b MD as free SRLS variables. The time scales of t k and t c differ signi®cantly, representing within a good approximation individual motions restricted about Z M and Y M , respectively. Asymmetric Y M ordering with Z M preferred over X M , and the approximate decoupling of the t k and t c modes, is featured by a previously developed SRLS spectral density 29 validated in the mode-decoupled limit, which is formally analogous to the extended MF formula. 6 Hence the rigorous approach is to de®ne the main ordering axis as Y M and use the potential function: In principle potential coef®cients can be recalculated for varying principal ordering axes. 35 However, we used the simpli®ed one-term potential U( CM )/k B T À 3/2 c 20 cos 2 b MD (equation (1)) for axial parallel (Z M ) ordering (which based on the geometry outlined in Figure 2 is expected to be very insensitive to deviations from axial symmetry). Therefore at the moment we only recall that low parallel ordering is equivalent to high perpendicular ordering, 35 and interpret qualitatively the low S 2 values obtained as high restrictions about Y M and Z M . Extension of our current SRLS/NMR implementation to an asymmetric local potential is underway. Determining both c 20 aniso and c 22 aniso is expected to provide important new insight into local structure and dynamics in proteins. We mention in this context the work of Bru È schweiler et al. Since all the parameters are highly clustered this mode is apparently collective, hence interpretable as domain motion. Thus, the various parameters must be close to the noted values for the ns model to be meaningful. On the other hand, the inherent sensitivity, 7 and the accuracy of the SRLS analysis, also render site-speci®c research meaningful. Accounting for asymmetric ordering will provide further options in this respect.
It is concluded that bimodal parameter clustering re¯ects the speci®c nature of N-H bond dynamics. The ps and ns models apply to different parameter ranges because they differ. Clustering within each range is implied by the physical nature of the respective model. There is nothing inbetween, since it is dif®cult to conceive of local motions besides fast N-H¯uctuations and slow peptide plane motions experienced by a backboneattached N-H bond restricted to the peptide plane. Under different physical circumstances, such as a spin probe attached to a protein via a long¯exible linker, 38 continuous parameter values are physically possible, and were indeed observed. The original MF and extended MF models are simpli®ed versions of the SRLS ps regime and ns regime models, respectively, so the results of MF ®tting should also feature two parameter clusters. However, the MF microdynamic parameters are inaccurate. 7 The MF S 2 pro®le appears to be continuous (Figure 4(a) ) because MF over-estimates S 2 to a much larger extent in the ns regime than in the ps regime. On the other hand MF t f and t s differ to a much larger extent. Consequently they also feature parameter clustering (Figure 4(b) and (c) ).
It is appropriate to examine the exceptional CORE residues associated with ns regime parameters. Within the ps CORE region the ns outliers include residues T15, Q16, T60, G85, R88, V103, Q160, T191, V202 and G214. Residues T15, Q16 and G122 are unique in being associated with 6.1 4 R ex 4 7.1 s À1 (Figure 4(d) ). Residue T15, associated with an exceptionally low order parameter (Figure 4(a) ), is hinge 1. 15 Residues T15 and Q16 belong to the P-loop, 19 indicating¯exibility of this important nucleotide binding motif. Q60 and Q160 are adjacent to the C-terminal residues of the mobile domains. V103 is the C-terminal residue of loop a 5 /b 4 , T191 belongs to loop a 8 /b 9 , and R88 . Average absolute error bars are depicted on the right-hand-side of (a) and (b). The black boxes represent the domains AMPbd and LID. Data were taken from Table S2 of Supplementary Material. Domain Flexibility NMR Mode-coupling Relaxation may bind to the a-phosphate of AMP. 19 The ®tting scheme led originally to several rigid outliers ®tted with models 2 or 4 within the largely¯exible AMPbd/LID domains. This was dif®cult to rationalize on physical grounds. The microdynamic parameters associated with these outliers were examined carefully. The respective t values turned out to exceed consistently the average t value of true ps minima. (Figure 4(b) ). This is an indication that the ®tting program may have converged to non-physical minima, as the ps model is only justi®ed when t/t m is very small. As indicated above, the ps and ns regime models are the only options for N-H bond dynamics and the associated parameters are clustered into two distinct regions. Hence minima located in the connecting parameter region do not correspond to a physical model. The ns ®tting scenario tests the simpler models 1-4 ®rst using ps regime starting points, and the more complex models 5-8 next using ns regime starting points. Hence it is possible that in the ®rst trial non-physical minima located outside of, but adjacent to, the ps parameter cluster are reached. We found that all of the AMPbd and LID outliers converged initially to such minima. Convergence to the genuine ns minima was achieved by using exclusively ns regime starting points. Non-physical minima can be diagnosed based on unusually high t values.
Further implications and data analysis issues
The dynamic state of loops a 4 /b 3 and a 5 /b 4 can be related to the``energetic counter-balancing of substrate binding'' concept set forth by Mu È ller et al. 15 Based on crystallographic B-factors these authors found that in the AKeco-AP 5 A complex the active site is rigid, whereas loops a 4 /b 3 and a 5 /b 4 are¯exible. Conversely, in the ligand-free enzyme the active site is¯exible, whereas loops a 4 /b 3 and a 5 /b 4 are rigid. The``solidi®cation'' of loops a 4 /b 3 and a 5 /b 4 upon substrate release is hypothesized to serve as a``counterweight'' balancing the substrate binding energy. This hypothesis was con®rmed by a previous solution 15 N NMR relaxation study. 23 The present SRLS analysis indicates that loops a 4 /b 3 and a 5 /b 4 (except for residue V103) are rigid in AKeco.
The results presented thus far were based on the analysis of the two-®eld six-point data set. The single-®eld three-point data sets were also analyzed separately. The three-point SRLS ®tting was found to be satisfactory in the ps regime but less robust in the ns regime. For example, a larger number of ns residues were mis-assigned as apparent ps residues with three-point data than with six-point data. However, these mis-®ts can be corrected, as outlined above.
Conformational exchange
The 14.10 T R ex contributions determined by SRLS are shown in Figure 4(d) . It is highly desirable to con®rm experimentally R ex data determined as best-®t parameters. This is typically accomplished based on R 1r or CPMG experiments, 39 and/or on measurements of 15 N CSA-15 N- 1 H dipolar cross-correlation rates Z xy . 40 We carried out R 1r experiments with o 1 2.5 kHz at 14.10 T on AKeco. If the exchange process is in the motional narrowing limit o 1 2.5 kHz is expected to obliterate R ex , and the difference R 2 À R 1r is expected to match the R ex value obtained as best-®t parameter (see Millet et al., 39 and papers cited therein). Only 32 % of the best-®t SRLS R ex values of AKeco were con®rmed in this manner. To ascertain that experiment and analysis are appropriate we subjected the complex of perdeuterated 15 N-AKeco with the inhibitor AP 5 A (D-AKC) (work in progress) to the same treatment as AKeco. With D-AKC the differences R 2 À R 1r con®rmed nearly 70 % of the SRLS R ex data. We assign this to differences in the conformational exchange characteristics of the two protein systems. AKC is a conventional rigid molecular complex apparently experiencing commonly assumed fast two-site conformational exchange. AKeco prevails in solution as an ensemble of conformations in thermodynamic equilibrium, 21 ± 23 most likely experiencing arbitrary-time-scale multi-site exchange. Millet et al. 39 investigated two-unequal-site exchange with relaxation-compensated CPMG methods. The decay rate of the apparent exchange contribution, R 2 (1/t cp ), was found to be reduced in the slow and intermediate time regimes relative to the exchangenarrowed time regime. In some cases R ex was not cancelled with the highest pulsing rate attainable, which is analogous to o 1 2.5 kHz in our T 1r experiments. With arbitrary-time-scale multi-site exchange the decay of the apparent exchange contribution may be even slower, eventually undetectable experimentally. Also, the effective line broadening may be very sensitive to temperature instabilities during long accumulation periods. Therefore with AKeco lack of compliance of the R 2 ÀR 1r (o 1 2.5 kHz) differences with the best-®t SRLS R ex data does not necessarily prove the latter are not genuine. Also, under these circumstances the common quadratic-®eld-dependence test may not be useful, as for slow and intermediate exchange R 2 (1/t cp ), hence R 1r (o 1 ), exhibits nonquadratic ®eld-dependence. 39 15 N CSA-15 N- 1 H dipolar cross-correlation rates (Z xy ) can be used in concert with R 2 data to con®rm best-®t R ex terms. The underlying concept is the model-independent approach, 40 which assumes that the local motions can be described as independent small, equal amplitude restricted rotations about three mutually orthogonal axes, in which case
. 41 The method 40 consists of plotting Z xy versus R 2 . Points that digress from the diagonal toward higher R 2 values imply association with R ex . In a previous study based on MF analysis and 14.10 T data we found that practically all the best-®t R ex terms of AKC, but very few best-®t R ex terms of AKeco, are con®rmed in this manner. 23 The same picture is obtained with SRLSdetermined R ex terms. The model-independent assumptions appear to be justi®ed for the outstandingly rigid molecular complex AKC, but unjusti®ed for AKeco, where the local motions cannot possibly be described as outlined above. Indeed, preliminary SRLS studies of Z xy indicate that deriving
as outlined above is highly inappropriate for ns residues. Hence the Z xy -based method is not successful with AKeco.
Since experimental con®rmation of R ex turned out to be problematic we resorted to semi-quantitative considerations. The experimental R 2 data, given by R 2 (SRLS) R ex , do not distinguish between the ns domains AMPbd/LID and the ps domain CORE (Figure 3(b) ). This indicates that R ex terms are compensating for lower R 2 (SRLS) in the ns regime. It can be seen (Figure 4(d) ) that the R ex contributions are distributed non-uniformly over the polypeptide chain. As indicated in the Global diffusion of AKeco section, above, the global diffusion anisotropy was accounted for explicitly in a previous study based on data acquired at 14.1 T.
23
The only ®rm manifestation of global diffusion anisotropy is the conspicuous``edge'' in the R 2 /R 1 pro®le within the chain segment Q160-G214. A similar``edge'' within this chain segment is visible in the R ex pro®le (Figure 4d ), indicating that these R ex data are likely to have absorbed geometric effects associated with R C anisotropy. Therefore R ex terms within the chain segment Q160-G214 are disregarded in the present discussion of genuine conformational exchange contributions. The possibility that R ex in the remaining part of the chain represents fudge factors associated with the SRLS ®tting was excluded by back-calculated 14.10 T R 2 (SRLS) data using typical ns and ps regime parameters.
We found with simulations that R 2 (SRLS)(ps) À R 2 (SRLS)(ns) % 2 s À1 , whereas Figure 4 (d) indicates that on average R ex (ns) À R ex (ps) % 2 s À1 . We conclude that within AMPbd/ LID and the CORE region below Q160 the best-®t R ex terms represent genuine conformational exchange. The larger contributions with the mobile domains are actually implied by the very nature of segmental mobility.
Model-free versus SRLS
Parameter comparison
The mode-decoupled MF formulae are asymptotic solutions of the mode-coupled SRLS spectral densities. We found previously 7 that in general SRLS generates a signi®cantly more accurate and discriminating dynamic picture than MF. It is of interest to examine the implications of these ®nd-ings to AKeco dynamics. To this end MF analysis was carried out and compared with SRLS analysis. Using the same statistical criteria the experimental data of 19 % of the residues were not ®t with MF, as compared to the experimental data of 7.5 % of the residues not ®t with SRLS.
The MF and SRLS model-category selection (but not the individual model selection) patterns were found to be generally similar. The best-®t parameters obtained with MF are shown in Figure 4 (a)-(c) together with the corresponding SRLS parameters. The S 2 MF data (Figure 4(a) ) lie mainly within the range of 0.8 to 0.9. The highest value is 0.95 and the lowest 0.6, with only six S 2 values below 0.7. In the ps regime MF S 2 is mostly higher than SRLS S 2 , in excess of the experimental error. In some cases they are practically the same. In the ns regime MF S 2 overestimates SRLS S 2 on average by 131 %. With MF domain AMPbd is singled out by only three (®ve) residues with S 2 below 0.7 (0.75), whereas domain LID is singled out by only one residue (two residues) with S 2 below 0.7 (0.75). Clearly S 2 MF distinguishes very poorly between domains AMPbd/LID and CORE, contrary to the raw NOE data (Figure 3(c) ). The limited discriminating power of MF is illustrated in Figure 6 (a), where the ribbon diagram of the AKeco crystal structure is color-coded according to MF S 2 . The high discriminating power of SRLS is illustrated in Figure 6 (b). The MF t f and t s pro®les do single out AMPbd and LID qualitatively (Figure 4(b) and (c) ). This is illustrated in Figure 7 (a), where the ribbon diagram of the AKeco crystal structure is color-coded according to MF t s . Thus, for AKeco MF t s is more useful than MF S 2 in diagnosing ns local motions associated with low NOEs. Actually it emulates SRLS in this respect, as indicated by comparison with Figure 7 (b), where we show the SRLS counterpart of Figure 7 (a). The quantitative differences are, however, substantial (Figure 4(c) ), with MF t s (yellow in Figure 7 (a)) under-estimating SRLS t c (red in Figure 7 (b)) on average by a factor of 11. The SRLS t c values and the global correlation time t m are comparable in magnitude, with the spread in t c being only 33 % about the mean, supporting the notion of cooperative¯exibility. On the other hand MF t s is on average tenfold faster than t m , and the spread in t s is $200 %.
The t k (t f ) data are presented in Figure 4 (b). In the ps regime the MF t f value ranges between 5 and 50 ps, and its SRLS counterpart ranges mostly between 5 and 131 ps. Analysis of corresponding pairs indicated that MF underestimates local motion correlation times by factors of 3-6. These large factors may impact signi®cantly on the concept of rigid residues and t m determination. 30 It is noteworthy in this context that theoretical S 2 values of rigid residues, calculated recently with the mode-coupling diffusion theory, 42 were lower than S 2 values derived from NMR data obtained with the vnd/NK-2 homeodomain from Drosophila melanogaster, indicating that this protein may not feature rigid residues.
Analysis of the MF S 2 profile
As indicated above, the MF S 2 pro®le (Figure 4(a) ) does not reproduce the NOE pro®le (Figure 3(c) ). This is contrary to the common observation. Within the scope of pinpointing the underlying reasons NOEs were measured at 11.7 T and added to the six-point 14.10/18.8 T data set. The MF S 2 pro®le changed marginally. Practically identical results were obtained with different implementations of the model-free formalism. 32, 43 The MF S 2 pro®le was also found to be largely invariant to changes in random NOE errors between 1.5-2.5 %.
As shown in the Conformational exchange section above, the R ex terms within AMPbd and LID are most probably genuine. Yet, MF fails to identify most of these terms, in disagreement with the raw R 2 data, and contrary to the very nature of segmental mobility. There is only one MF R ex term within AMPbd and only a few within LID. Investigation of the results of MF and SRLS ®tting indicated that in many cases MF selects model 5 instead of model 8, casting missed R ex , and underrated t f and S f 2 , into S 2 . In many other cases MF selects model 5 instead of model 6, casting underrated t f and S f 2 into S 2 . This constitutes force ®tting 10 where minima abiding by statistical criteria, but featuring non-physical microdynamic parameters, are reached. Numerical simulations, where we generated synthetic model 6 and 8 data using SRLS and ®tted those with MF, con®rmed the observations outlined above. We also examined the effect of protein size (t m ) and magnetic ®eld value, to ®nd that the MF digressions are signi®cantly larger at 18.8 T than at 14.10 T for t m 15.1 ns.
Low NOEs did lead to low S 2 values for several AMPbd residues, colored yellow in Figure 6 (left). In all of these cases MF selected the same model as SRLS. The common scenario also applies to 11.7 T data of RNase H, 7 which is a medium-size protein. With single-®eld data the only ns model possible is model 5, where R ex 0, so co-existence of ns and ms-ms motions is a mute point. Under these circumstances the tendency to force ®tting is reduced signi®cantly, and MF selects consistently the same model as SRLS. 7 Since literature reports are mostly similar to the RNase H rather than AKeco case, the common observation is that low NOEs correspond to low MF S 2 values. We conclude that the uncommon scenario is caused by force ®tting promoted by the unusual co-existence within AMPbd and LID of ns local motions and segmental-mobility-related ms-ms conformational exchange. This is further enhanced by large MF inaccuracies featured by 18.79 T data generated by a relatively large protein. The S 2 pro®le becomes nearly¯at, failing to reproduce (Figure 6(a) ) the raw NOE pro®le (Figure 3(c) ). On the other hand, MF t s and t f differ to a large enough extent to reproduce the raw NOE pro®le, as illustrated in Figure 7 (a).
Conclusions
Backbone dynamics of the multi-domain enzyme adenylate kinase from E. coli was elucidated with coupled-mode SRLS 15 N relaxation. Domain CORE, which is structurally preserved during catalysis, features a conventional rigid structure with rapidly¯uctuating N-H bond vectors. The domains AMPbd and LID, involved in catalysis-related domain motion, experience collective nanosecond peptide plane motions interpretable as domain motion. To our knowledge this is the ®rst accurate experimental determination of domain motion correlation time. Coupled-mode SRLS 15 N relaxation is expected to be generally useful for studying domain motion in enzymes and other multiple-domain systems. It is expected to impact on studies of protein dynamics in general, and slow local motions in proteins, in particular. Cross-correlated relaxation studies, 44, 45 and structure determination based on residual dipolar couplings, 46 may be extended to include local nanosecond dynamics if combined with SRLS.
Materials and Methods
NMR sample
For preparation of uniformly 15 N-labeled AKeco, E. coli HB101 cells transformed with pEAK91 plasmid were grown at 37 C in Celtone-N medium (Martek Biosciences Corp., US) containing >98 % 15 N. The recombinant plasmid pEAK91 contained the intact gene coding for E. coli adenylate kinase. 47 The previously described procedure for puri®cation of AKeco 22 was improved by application of Blue-Sepharose af®nity chromatography, 47 followed by size-exclusion chromatography on a Sephacryl S-100 column (Pharmacia, Sweden). AKeco stock solution was prepared by thorough dialysis of the protein solution against 40 mM sodium-phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) containing 10 mM sodium azide, followed by concentration on a Centricon-10 concentrator (Amicon, US). The concentration of the AKeco solution was determined based on the absorption coef®cient A 277 0.5 mg/ml À1 cm
À1
. 48 The sample was diluted to a ®nal volume of 270 ml in 95%H 2 O/5 % 2 H 2 O; it contained 1.75 mM solution of 15 N-labeled AKeco. The protein sample was degassed and transferred to a 5 mm NMR Shigemi cell. Protein mono-dispersion was ascertained previously. 23 
NMR spectroscopy
NMR experiments were carried out at 303 K on Bruker DMX-500, DMX-600 and DRX-800 spectrometers operating at 11.75, 14.10 and 18.79 T, respectively, using 5 mm 1 H-13 C- 15 N triple resonance inverse detection probes and B-VT-2000 and BTO-2000 temperature control units at 14.10 and 18.79 T, respectively. NMR data were analyzed using the software packages NMRPipe and modelXY 49 on Silicon Graphics workstations. The previously determined assignments of the 1 
H-
15 N correlations, 50 complemented and revised in our earlier study, 23 were used. Relaxation times T 1 and T 2 , and NOE parameters were measured using established inversion recovery, 51 spinecho, 52 N T 1 , T 2 and T 1r measurements were performed using a total of 40, 64 and 64 transients per t 1 experiment, respectively. T 1r was only measured at 14.10 T. For the T 1 measurements nine time points were collected, using parametric delays of 15, 127, 247, 367, 487, 647, 807, 1031 and 1287 ms at 14.10 T, and 15, 127, 327, 567, 807, 1047, 1367, 1767 and 2247 ms at 18.79 T. The experiment was repeated twice for time-points 15, 487 and 1287 ms at 14.10 T, and 15, 807 and 2247 ms at 18.79 T. The delay between scans was set to 1.5 seconds at 14.10 T and two seconds at 18.79 T. For the T 2 and T 1r measurements nine time points were collected using parametric delays of 8, 16, 24, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96 and 128 ms at 14.10 T. For T 2 eight time points were collected using parametric delays of 8, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 104 , 128 ms at 18.79 T. The experiment was repeated twice for time-points 8, 64, and 128 ms. The delay between scans was 1.6 s for T 2 and 2.5 s for T 1r at 14.10 T and 1.9 s for T 2 at 18.79 T. The spin lock power used in the T 1r experiments was 2.5 kHz. The data were apodized with a cosine-bell (squared cosine-bell) window function in t 1 (t 2 ). Duplicates were used to calculate average values of, and uncertainties in, the measured peak heights. Phenomenological T 1 and T 2 values and uncertainties were determined by non-linear least-squares ®t-ting of the experimental data to monoexponential equations. H} NOE values were measured using pairs of spectra recorded in an interleaved mode with and without proton presaturation during the recycle delay. A total of 96 transients per t 1 experiment were recorded. The delay between scans was six seconds at 11.75 T, 3.8 Domain Flexibility NMR Mode-coupling Relaxation
